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Historical studies of the Port of New York and New Jersey have always reflected the 
fractious, fragmented, and militantly inscrutable nature of the great port itself. The 
early to mid-twentieth-century waterfront employers, labor leaders, local politicos, 
and racketeers who eschewed committing anything significant to paper flummox 
historians in our time, just as they did prosecutors and civic reformers in their own. 
Rank-and-file dockworkers—from defenders of waterfront hierarchs to dissidents 
intent on their overthrow—zealously observed a daunting code of silence, a practice 
many upheld decades into their hard-won retirements. The absence of materials 
required to craft a “master narrative” of the port’s history demands of scholars a meth-
odological resourcefulness that, at its best, reopens the New York waterfront as a site 
of enduring fascination. 

In New York Longshoremen: Class and Power on the Docks, William J. Mello offers a 
version of the waterfront story “historical in substance” but “political in essence,” (3) 
with politics understood in terms of the contest between rank-and-file dockworkers 
seeking “greater control of the longshore labor process” (8) and the state-sanctioned 
“restrictions and regulations that limited the role of class organization in American 
life” (8). This tactic demystifies the port’s image as a uniquely “lawless frontier,” as 
New York Sun journalist Malcolm Johnson defined it in a Pulitzer Prize–winning 1948 
exposé. Mello recasts the New York waterfront instead as one highly contested site in a 
broader labor and political struggle sharing common stakes: the future of autonomous 
and politically potent industrial unionism in the United States. 

The strength of Mello’s approach lies in his grafting of forces familiar to histo-
rians of labor and politics in twentieth-century United States—especially the national 
wave of repressive antiunion measures exemplified by the 1947 Taft–Hartley Act—
onto an industrial setting customarily viewed as anomalous for its chronic oversupply 
of workers, the casual and corrupt nature of its hiring system, and the unsavory 
character of leadership at the mob-ridden International Longshoremen’s Association 
(ILA). World War II and its Cold War aftermath dictated a port featuring orderly labor 
relations and a federal authority ever ready to intervene: Marshall Plan shipments, for 
example, could not be subjected to the vagaries of a fractious New York Harbor. Mello 
avoids conventional waterfront narrative motifs: This is no “Pirates of the Hudson” 
tale but rather a soberly empirical case study of business and political elites relentlessly 
arrayed against a working-class “subculture of resistance” in the port. 

For Mello, that subculture descended from a late-1930s insurgency led by Pete 
Panto, an Italian-American South Brooklyn dockworker who bravely challenged both 
local racketeers and the Irish-American–run ILA, whose “life-President” Joe Ryan 
ceded control of Red Hook’s enormous locals to the Italian Americans so long as his 
sacred terrain along Manhattan’s West Side remained untroubled by outsiders of any 
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description. Panto led meetings and rallies that drew up to 1,500 longshoremen in 
support of local union democracy, resulting in his disappearance and murder at the 
hands of Brooklyn mobsters in the summer of 1939. Soon graffiti would sprout along 
the Brooklyn waterfront asking “Dov’è Pete Panto?” (Where is Pete Panto?) His body 
was discovered two years later in a Lyndhurst, New Jersey, lime pit. 

Panto’s martyrdom may have inspired a subculture of resistance, but its 
hushed tones and secretiveness reconfirmed the efficacy of waterfront violence, the 
time-honored default mode of social control. “The Brooklyn waterfront was terror-
ized” (39), recalled a communist organizer of the post-Panto years. Then, in october 
1945, a dramatic, portwide wildcat strike—led by rank-and-file elements protesting 
dangerous working conditions and Ryan’s longstanding collusion with shippers—
ignited a decadelong insurgency against the waterfront reign of terror. Mello provides 
detailed accounts of this work stoppage and subsequent actions (in 1948 and 1951) 
that likewise brought the port to a standstill, yet he struggles with a built-in narrative 
dilemma: While Ryan remained a constant as figurehead of the old order, the opposi-
tion now lacked a Pete Panto, a conspicuous resistance leader representing a coherent 
set of motives, alliances, and tactics. The murky character of postwar “left-led” forces 
centered in Brooklyn, featuring a revived Rank and File Committee backed by the 
American Labor Party and especially by the Communist Party, present the author with 
yet another methodological dilemma, since the party’s enforcement of its own code of 
silence rivaled that of waterfront bosses. 

If left-wing waterfront resistance was going to come from anywhere, it had to hail 
from Italian Brooklyn. The port’s labor force was overwhelmingly Italian American 
and Irish American; the latter wanted no part of any left-led insurgency. “I was a rebel, 
but they’re commie rebels. That’s the difference” (Fisher 2009, 93), as John Dwyer—the 
Greenwich Village pier hiring boss who did battle with “King Joe” Ryan during the 
1945 strike and for nearly a decade thereafter—dismissively recalled of the Brooklyn 
leftists with whom he refused to cooperate. Both Ryan and the Irish-American water-
front reformers who bitterly opposed him viewed Italian Americans—and the much 
smaller cohort of black dockworkers likewise centered in Brooklyn—as inordinately 
susceptible to the Reds’ appeal, despite the militant anticommunism of Anthony “Tough 
Tony” Anastasia, the ILA’s Brooklyn kingpin. “As for the Brooklyn walkout that’s 
strictly communist inspired,” Ryan insisted of the 1951 wildcat strike, hoping, Mello 
argues, “to drive a wedge between Manhattan and Brooklyn longshoremen” (60).

But what if that wedge had been driven years if not decades earlier, when the 
port’s distinctive character as a nonfederation of discrete ethnic fiefdoms—spanning 
two states—was consecrated? No treatment of class formation in the port would then 
be sufficient absent a consideration of ethnicity and ethnic politics, from Hudson 
County, New Jersey—where unstable postwar Italian–Irish “fusion” tickets deposed 
Irish autocrats in Hoboken and Jersey City, resulting in even greater waterfront 
violence over the spoils—to Brooklyn, where Italian Americans wholly controlled the 
borough’s enormous waterfront locals and posed a serious challenge to the dominant 
Irish Democratic machine as it retreated inland. In 1946 a procommunist attorney (and 
likely party member) and leader of the Rank and File Committee named Vincent James 
Longhi ran for Congress—on the Republican ticket!—against Ryan’s powerful crony 
John Rooney and managed to garner 46 percent of the vote (Fisher 2009, 210–211).
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Longhi—who lived until 2006—represented a vital link to Panto and to the 
borough’s Popular Front cultural scene, which notably included Longhi’s friends 
Woody Guthrie (Longhi 1997) and playwright Arthur Miller (Miller 1987). Partly at 
Longhi’s behest, Miller drafted a waterfront-themed screenplay, The Hook, in which 
Brooklyn’s African-American and Italian-American dockworkers join forces in 
rebellion against the ILA leadership, the doomsday scenario Ryan was spared on the 
waterfront of history. Though his own career as a dockworker was brief, Longhi’s 
absence from New York Longshoremen is puzzling because the kind of working-class 
resistance he championed is the foundation of Mello’s study and because his visi-
bility as an Italian American (Longhi even took Miller along on a trip to Sicily where 
he visited with extended family members of Brooklyn Italians) offered a culturally 
conscious model for Italian-American waterfront radicalism that has otherwise proved 
so elusive to scholars.

Mello works from a labor-historical tradition that foregrounds analyses of imper-
sonal economic forces and elite political interests—twin engines of class formation—over 
attentiveness to the affective, intimate, contingent, and local; that is, the sites where 
ethnicities are made. Few places on earth have ever been so densely “ethnic” as the Port 
of New York. Almost entirely foreign born or second generation as late as the 1940s,  
how did Italian-American dockworkers transform grievances experienced locally into 
a class-conscious “subculture of resistance” against authoritarian adversaries near and 
far? In New York City practice this mandated engagement with communists, despite 
the likelihood that—as labor-studies scholar Vernon Jensen wrote in 1974 in explaining 
why West Side Irish-American longshoremen derailed Brooklyn radicals by closing 
ranks around Ryan to end the 1945 strike—dockworkers were susceptible to “mass 
movements, but perhaps not to class movements” (Jensen 93). Most of the instiga-
tors of Brooklyn waterfront radicalism cited by Mello—from the Panto era through 
the 1940s—subsequently either identified themselves or were identified by historians 
as communists. Mello himself characterizes the group around The Docker’s News, an 
enduring pamphlet-format organ of left-wing activism, as communist organized. I 
dare not dismiss Mello’s contention that longshoremen built a class-based resistance 
movement of their own: Just how such a movement navigated the densely sectarian 
leftist subculture of 1930s–1950s New York City remains the great unknown in the 
port’s tangled, troubled history.

Reviewers, including this one, are well advised to concentrate on the book before 
them, not the one they might wish had been written. By its own lights—especially from 
the external power-politics side of his formulation—Mello’s analysis is often highly 
insightful and even disarming, nowhere more so than in his treatment of the ill-fated 
effort by reformers and political elites to supplant the ILA with a new dockworkers 
union in the early and middle 1950s. The American Federation of Labor expelled the 
ILA in 1953, and Ryan was “retired” and indicted in that same year. The resulting new 
union—known at first as the ILA-AFL and then later rechristened the International 
Brotherhood of Longshoremen—squared off against the ILA in a series of certification 
elections. The fledgling union was championed by Dave Beck of the Teamsters, among 
others whose assistance did not necessarily indicate its independence from some of 
labor’s most unsavory right-wing elements. Staunch support for the new union by 
New York’s Republican governor, Thomas E. Dewey, should have proved even more 
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discomfiting. Dewey’s conspicuous role in this highly divisive struggle exemplifies 
Mello’s theory that external political forces stifled working-class resistance on the 
waterfront by dictating the terms of rank-and-file self-advocacy, attempting to create, 
in Mello’s words, “an alternative system of control for the dock labor process” (68).

Most scholarly and popular treatments of this tumultuous episode—my own 
included—contrast the justness of the “rebel” union’s crusade with the irredeemably 
corrupt ILA. Mello persuasively counters: “There were few ideological differences (if 
any at all) between the ILA and the newly organized AFL dock union. Both unions 
were highly conservative” (77); both, that is, were militantly anticommunist. Yet long-
shoremen across the port were ardently hostile to all outsiders: An external political 
campaign to prevent a left-led union from covering the waterfront was nearly 
redundant. If in fact dockworkers shared a conviction of resistance, that resistance, 
perhaps more aptly termed profound suspicion, extended to any and all agencies—of 
the Left or Right, church or state—promising changes in the hiring system, eradica-
tion of the mob from the piers, or the introduction of union democracy to an industry 
where pistols remained a far more common sight than ballots. 

Waterfront tribalism was the devil everyone knew, which is why the ILA was 
recertified by the rank and file in three elections between 1953 and 1956; the roguish 
union’s reembrace by the AFL was consummated in 1959. The reformers’ lone tangible 
achievement (apart from On the Waterfront, the 1954 film largely inspired by the rebel 
cause, five decades of misleading criticism notwithstanding) was the establishment 
of the Waterfront Commission of New York Harbor by an act of Congress in 1953. 
Designed to wrest control of hiring from mob-connected pier foremen, the Waterfront 
Commission’s job-registry practices were universally derided by the rank and file: 
Whether the commission was more concerned with blacklisting radicals—as Mello 
contends—or screening out criminals, the agency quickly devolved into yet another 
crony-ridden waterfront outpost, a bureaucrat’s racket almost wholly disconnected 
from the political and shipping industry elites it was putatively created to serve.

This is where the story of the New York waterfront customarily begins to tail off, 
as technological innovation—containerization—rapidly shrank the port’s workforce, 
shifted its epicenter to newer terminal facilities in Newark and Elizabeth, and 
marked the ILA’s still-lavishly compensated officialdom as superannuated in the 
extreme. Yet, as Mello reminds us in later chapters of New York Longshoremen, the 
port remained a site of great contention, as dockworkers demanded social responsi-
bility from shippers reaping ever-greater profits from automation. And in Brooklyn, 
“a numerically small contingent” (156) of Italian-American and African-American 
longshoremen forged in the 1960s a series of “Unity Slates” that parlayed demands 
for greater union democracy into a modicum of electoral success in the borough’s 
flagship Local 1814. Though “left-wing dockworkers were never capable of presenting 
a viable electoral challenge for control of the ILA” (156), as Mello finally concedes, their 
prophetic witness to hope for a revitalized labor movement, like that offered in New 
York Longshoremen, is “political in essence,” part of an ongoing process shaped and 
served well by spirited historical debate. 

—JAMES T. FISHER
 Fordham University
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Thanks to the proliferation of scholarship on the Italian-American working class, Vito 
Marcantonio, Carlo Tresca, Bartolomeo Sacco, and Nicola Vanzetti now hold their 
rightful places in the narrative of U.S. history. But “great men” alone do not make 
a movement, nor do they create the history of a community. In Italian Immigrant 
Radical Culture, Marcella Bencivenni uses a wide-angle lens to focus her vibrant and 
multifaceted study about Italian radical life in the United States, exploring the many 
other individuals who made up the world of Italian-American radicals. In short, she 
argues that cultural tradition trumped the details of ideological differences and linked 
distinct groups, parties, and factions. In doing so, Bencivenni challenges scholarship 
that amplifies the divergence of the Italian immigrant Left and instead highlights the 
connection between what she identifies as the five strains of sovversivi (subversive) 
activism: the press, literature, poetry, theater, and iconography. 

Bencivenni incorporates primary sources of literary texts and visual materials 
that give her cultural analysis of class the necessary heft needed to make the book’s 
synthetic points convincing and to engage in two historiographical discussions. First, 
the study introduces important new findings to immigration history by unearthing 
the buried stories of generations of sovversivi in the United States. In this regard, 
Bencivenni adds refreshing arguments to scholarship on Italian Americans. Not 
only does she clarify how, when, and why waves of Italians to the United States 
brought together previous experiences from their homeland, she also considers 
the similar ways different radical groups sustained political allegiances once they 
arrived. Second, Italian Immigrant Radical Culture gives insight into the intricacies 
of the American Left. Bencivenni’s fluency in Italian (she has done the translation 
work for the book herself) highlights the organicism of Italians’ transnationalist and 
internationalist mindset and its basis in cultural, political, and religious institutions 
in Italy and the United States.

The seven chapters are organized thematically, and each follows a roughly 
similar chronological framework that spans the mid-nineteenth century through the 


